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	Prijmeni 2: Mikulášková
	Jmeno 2: Anna
	Adresa 2: U Svatého Petra 3130 00 Prague 3Czech Republic
	Datum narozeni 2: 03/03/2000
	Statni_prislusnost 2: Czech
	Nazev 2: Institute for Circular Economy (INCIEN) Hybernská 4110 00 Prague 1Czech Republic
	web 2: www.incien.org
	Mentor 2: Kebová Barbora
	Telefon 2: +420 262 626 262
	Pozice 2: Food sustainability specialist
	Mail 2:  barbora@incien.org
	Cil 2: Internship and support to the team in issues linked to food sustainability
	Vzdelavaci_program 2: Current economic issues

	Prislusny_program 2: Economic sustainability

	Delka od 2: 01/07/2022
	Delka do 2: 15/09/2022
	Cinnosti 2: Research on food saving initiatives in foreign countries and example of case studies-used as background for several studies focused on pandemic impacts in HORECA (gastronomy) segment and post-crisis solutions. Physical waste analysis in a department store. Brainstorming on the issue of food waste prevention. Project proposals writing-one proposal was more academy-oriented and one was focused. Preparation and compilation of material for educational program. Taking part in the regular team meetings.
	Dovednosti 2: - Organizational processes in a non-governmental organization. - Writing project plans. - In-depth knowledge in post-crisis solutions. 
	Jazyk 2: - Use of English in case studies research. 
	PC 2: - Use of the new applications (MS Teams, Outlook, Planner, Trello, Clockify). 
	Manazerske_dovednosti 2: - Work in team and deadline fulfilment. - Meeting preparation. -Time management. 
	KKomunikacni_dovednosti 2: - Written and verbal communication with the team and external experts. - Presentation of my work results. - Deepened brainstorming skills. 
	Dalsi_dovednosti 2: - Diploma thesis consultation. - Unique experience - project proposal writing, physical waste analysis.- Discovery of my weak and strong points. - Independent work. 
	Datum 2: 20/09/2022


